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At times, divine nature shows herself  
divine through men and so,  
it is recognized by mortals.

But the mortal, fatigued  
of its delights announces it:  

Oh! Let her then break the glass,  
so it does not serve another use,  

lest the divine might become a human thing.

Hölderlin



Vaso Roto Ediciones is a publishing house
which mission is to make known voices that 
have yet to be widely disseminated in Spanish; 
to republish in new translations, foreign poets, 
storytellers and essayists through painstaking 
prepared bilingual editions in more than 20 
different languages, and to publish the voices 
we have considered to be necessary in the 
Spanish-speaking scenario.

Under Vaso Roto publishers seal, founded 
in 2003 by Jeannette L. Clariond, a Poetry 
collection was created first. In 2009, it assumed 
its current format, becomming the most 
emblematic piece in the catalogue by far. 

The other house’s collections are: Fisuras 
(Fissures, aesthetic-literary thought), Arte 
(Art, artistic essays and reflections), Umbrales 
(Thresholds, story, fiction), Esenciales Poesía 
(Essentials Poetry) and Esenciales Prosa 
(Essentials Prose), Teatro (Theater), Singular 
(Singular), Cardinales (Cardinals, small-format 
books with miscellaneous texts) and Erótica 
(Erotic, texts which core of thought is Eros).
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Amancio Prada
Emboscados (Ambushed)

Amancio Prada has added music to the best Spanish poetic 
tradition. He offers us his most personal rendition: a timeless 
and intimate epic, with music and lyrics of his authorship. 
This edition (the first one consisting of a book and a CD), 
comes with illustrations and a glossary by Juan Carlos Mestre.
128 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · illustrated edition · includes 
music scores · spanish · 978-84-936423-7-2 · 20.00 €

Amancio Prada
Cántico espiritual y otras canciones de San Juan de la Cruz 
(Spiritual Canticle and other songs by St. John of the Cross)

A classic of Spanish popular-cultured music, this Canticle 
is back again (the version traces back to 1977), revised and 
remastered with new compositions that Prada has dedicated 
to Juan de Yepes. This edition is the most complete so far 
and it includes a CD in addition to complementary texts.
200 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · rústica · illustrated edition. includes 
music scores · spanish · 978-84-15168-00-3 · 25.00 € 

Jesús Aguado
El fugitivo Poesía reunida (1985-2010) 
(Runaway Collected Poetry [1985-2010])

Jesús Aguado features a singular poetic vision that stands out 
for its restrained style and its opennes to other traditions. 
The anthology offers a vital and literary wisdom that stems 
from contact and communion with others.
584 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · hardcover · spanish · 978-84-15168-19-5 ·  
20.00 € · other of his works have been translated into 
english (usa)

Teresa Soto
Erosión en paisaje (Eroded Landscape)

Eroded nature, flooded by love. Timeless poetry, so it cannot 
be referred to any aesthetic movement. The measured tone 
of her voice, free from commotion is one of its highlights. 
The wound from which she glances is purely clear, a beam-
ing lamp named by the Egyptians as «the bones of gods». 
108 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-15168-26-3 ·  
13.00 € · other of her works have been translated into 
french (france)
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Luis Armenta Malpica
El agua recobrada. Antología poética 
(Recovered Water. Poetic Anthology)

Malpica is one of the most genuine voices in contemporary 
Mexican poetry. In Recovered water he stretches his language 
from the eternal temptation of a return to the past or writing 
intended to forecast a coming development.
240 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-15168-41-6 ·  
12.00 € · other of his works have been translaten into 
german, arab, english, french, etc. 

Francisco Alba
Masa crítica (Critical Mass)

With irony but nonetheless, always in a serious vein, Critical 
mass portraits the lackluster condition of the world around 
us. A poem book which origin traces back to philosophy and 
History, but keeping an eye on TV that fetches up actuality. 
Lucid and melancholic, intelligent and sharp.
94 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-15168-22-5 · 12.00 €

Eduardo Moga
Insumisión (Rebelliousness)

The I, intimate and subjective, that reveals itself in more lyri-
cal poems, to the Us, focused in the exterior, the historical, 
depicted in prose poems dealing with social reality that talk 
ironically of what is most painful, that which a human being 
cannot let go and, nonetheless, cannot embrace.
140 pp. · 16 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-15168-63-8 ·  
14.50 € · other of his works have been translated into 
portuguese and english (uk) 

Antonio Méndez Rubio
Va verdad (The Truth Goes)

This is probably Méndez Rubio’s most personal and refined 
book so far; it is the result of a writing style that has always 
been aware that politics is a personal matter, that there may 
not be hope for a collective change unless we build that 
change in ourselves first.
88 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-15168-69-0 · 12.00 €
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Juan Bufil
Antinaufragios (Anti-Wrecks)

Profound and radical, his lyricism comes together with im-
ages that are nourished from varied strands: experimental 
film making, classical Indian music, or the nigh-time drifts 
of John Coltrane. It includes fragments of life and criticism 
of the ruling power.
232 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-16193-08-0 · 15.00 €

Luis Alberto Ambroggio
Homenaje al camino / Tribute to the Road

In Tribute to the Road the essential quality of Luis Alberto 
Ambroggio’s poetry is its immediateness: live images that 
are felt without mediation. His is a philosophical mind that 
insists always on the immense primacy of encounter. As if 
the poet thought in images, instead of building them.
224 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · english · bilingual edition ·  
978-84-16193-00-4 · 12.00 € · other of his works have been 
translaten into english, french, chinese, hebrew, etc.

Rubén Reyes
Extranjeros del alba (Foreigners of Dawn)

«I am the retina blinded by the edge of the saber or the 
flint», goes one verse in the poem book that was awarded 
in the Third Contest of Poetry in Braille (2010) by Reyes, 
the autor of A little toast for the day and Watchman of the 
mirror, with figures of he who has a world of his own.
144 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-16193-14-1 · 14.00 €

Elsa Cross
Más rojo bajo el sol. Poemas sobre el vino 
(Redder Under The Sun. Poems About Wine)

This book by poet and essayist Elsa Cross is a bouquet 
of voices from various traditions – Octavio Paz, the walls of 
Cholula, Greek landscapes, pirul, a bird, Netzahualcoyotl – 
keeping unity and coherence.
120 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-16193-21-9 ·  
16.00 € · other of her works have been translated into 
english (uk, usa), italian, french (canada, france)
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Vicente Valero
Canción del distraído (Song of the Absent-Minded)

Song of the absent-minded is both a compilation and a sum-
mary of poetry by Vicente Valero and a brand-new book, a 
set that embraces – wisely integrated – recent, unpublished 
poems. An obsessive inquiry of the landscape and the at-
mosphere of the Mediterranean.
160 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-15168-89-8 · 14.00 € · other of his works have been 
translaten into german, arab, italian, portuguese, etc.

Sonia Betancort
La sonrisa de Audrey Hepburn (The Smile  
of Audrey Hepburn)

The writing, in six scenes, of a screenplay in poet format, that 
is polarized between light and darkness, love and heartbreak, 
scarcity and abundance, pain and joy. It is an invitation to 
believing in alchemy, mutation and deprivation in the face 
of a violent present.
96 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-16193-27-1 · 
14.00 € · extract in english is available under request

Menchu Gutiérrez
Lo extraño, la raíz (The Rare, The Root)

Mixing short verse and prose poem, reflexive lingering and 
visionary synthesis, this book – born from intermittent but 
long-lasting work – moves with the elegance of a tightrope 
walker over the border between what we see – that hides as 
soon as it shows itself – and what we say and conceal. 
64 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-16193-29-5 · 
12.00 € · other of her works have been translated  
into polish, german and portuguese

Luis Muñoz
From Behind What Landscape 
Translation by Curtis Bauer

Acclaimed for his clarity and imaginative richness, great 
Luis Muñoz has risen as «one of the most brilliant poets in 
his generation» (El País). Muñoz works, ascetical and sen-
sual, joyous and elegiac, turn around fugacity and desire, 
the nature of time and the pressures of memory.
144 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · english · bilingual edition · 
978-84-16193-93-6 · 17.05 €
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Julieta Valero
Que concierne (Concerning)

Committed to the quest for new forms and rhetoric that 
make it possible to give an account of our present, Julieta 
Valero offers in Concerned, her most personal and more po-
litical book: a tour of the cracks of these tyrannical times, 
filled with contradictions, but also with instants of grace. 
104 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-16193-92-9 ·  
14.00 € · other of her works have been translated  
into italian

Goya Gutiérrez
Grietas de luz (Cracks of Light)

Structured in three parts, this book travels from childhood 
to maternity, from losses to coexistence, to a reencounter 
with beauty, to the celebration of prettiness, to the onset of 
life and its splendor.
72 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-16193-86-8 ·  
14.00 € · extract in english is available under request. 
other of her works have been translated into italian, 
english (uk) and romanian. 

Luis Alberto Ambroggio
La arqueología del viento / The Wind’s Archeology
Translation by Naomi Ayala

The rhythm of language and its music, the journey through 
different cities, illness and death make up the tessitura on 
which The Wind’s Archeology is based. This volume shows a 
voice that always uses reflection as a trigger.
160 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · english · bilingual edition ·  
978-84-122630-3-9 · 12.00 € · other of his works have been 
translaten into english, french, chinese, hebrew, etc.

María Ángeles Pérez López
Fiebre y compasión de los metales 
(Fever and Sympathy of the Metals)

Pérez López offers her most refined style: a rhythmic and 
tight language, filled with powerful images.
56 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-16193-38-7 · 10.00 €
available in ebook · 978-84-121958-8-0 · 5.99 € 
extract in english is available under request. part of her 
work has been translated into italian and portuguese
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María Negroni
Exilium (Exile)

When a poem says what it longs for, it begins its daydream-
ing: it attempts to restore what has been taken away. It replays 
and knows that such exile, such loss, began when childhood 
was left behind, but it returns with monstrous reiteration, in 
the form oforphanage and grieving.
64 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-16193-53-0 · 14.00 € · other of his works have been 
translaten into english, french, swedish and portuguese

María Baranda
Teoría de las niñas (The Theory of Girls)

From the perspective of a draftsman – the character of this 
play – some girls walk along the way of memory, until they 
create a world in response to forgetfulness, with no possible 
nostalgia, only through the invention of their own darkness 
where time – seemingly unmovable – converges.
96 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-948232-9-9 · 16.00 € · other of her works have been 
translated into english (uk)

Antonio Gamoneda
La prisión transparente (The Clear Prison)

Owner of a solid voice, consolidated in the certainty of liv-
ing and dying, coming and going from existence to existence, 
Gamoneda offers three poem books united by a single con-
cern: the acceptance of not knowing. The acceptance of one’s 
own limits that only the great ones can assume.
124 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-16193-54-7 ·  
19.00 € · other of his works have been translaten into 
german, french, italian and portuguese

Antonio Méndez Rubio
Por nada del mundo (Not Even for the World)

Méndez Rubio observes, painfully and from an impossi-
ble space, the world of others. Communion is expressed in 
its most profane sense: we have been abandoned and only 
deprivation can bring us close to hope: a new way of express-
ing the world.
136 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-16193-49-3 · 
18.00 € · extract in english is available under request
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Javier Pérez Walias
W

Pérez Walias uses the W to reconcile his family album, he 
faces various forms of human pain and comes to terms with 
the ones who are no longer there. He plots a stark discourse 
that goes from elegy to chronicle, from the intimate to a 
measured celebration of what has been lived.
72 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-16193-49-3 · 12.00 €

José María Muñoz Quirós
Inalterable luz (Unshakeable Light)

Who has not played with light trying to catch it and contain 
it, to rid it from its changing nature and turn it into a per-
manent thing? This wish, that might very well be considered 
universally anthropological, is the topic dealt in Unshake able 
light, a book that can be defined as luminous. 
168 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-16193-61-5 · 
14.50 € · extract in english is available under request

Luis Armenta Malpica
Greetings to the Family

A poem book gathering different episodes of the generation 
of musicians, poets and artists neighboring Greenwich Vil-
lage and mythical Chelsea hotel. A chant in conversation with 
painting, cinema and music, an answer for those who, even 
nowadays wish to change and transform the world.
64 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-16193-59-2 · 14.00 € · other of his works have been 
translaten into german, arab, english, french, etc. 

Esteban Beltrán Verdes
La jodida intensidad de vivir 
(The Darned Intensity of Living)

This poem book penetrates – through a stark language filled  
with measured outbursts – into the story of a blind and ex-
traordinary love, conscious agony, unexpected death, the 
threat of suicide and the madness of a psychiatric hospital. 
144 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-16193-62-2 · 16.00 €
available in ebook · 978-84-121910-8-0 · 8.99 €
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Eduardo Moga
Muerte y amapolas en Alexandra Avenue 
(Death and Poppies in Alexandra Avenue)

A work about the feelings an immigrant faces. From the hope 
and fear of the newcomer, to the despair of he who survives 
but cannot manage to coexist with a strange land.
136 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-16193-63-9 ·  
14.50 € · extract in english is available under request. 
other of his works have been translated into portuguese 
and english (uk) 

Cecilia Balcázar
Tránsitos (Transits)

Transit in the constant pilgrimage in endless search of the 
light and sense and the insights of one’s own shadow. Transit 
from and intimacy that, influenced by the long and amorous 
action of the poem, dares to tell, to open an unparalleled 
space and seeks to share, the extraneous sensibility.
80 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-948989-2-1 · 18.00 €

Christian Peña
Expediente X.V. (Archive X.V.)

Archive X.V. can be read as a poem book, as a detective novel 
or as a perfect shadow theater. In these pages, the poet is a 
sort of Sherlock Holmes who, tormented by his own past, in-
vestigates the strange circumstances of the death of Mexican 
poet Xavier Villaurrutia.
104 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-60-796714-7-1 · 17.00 €
available in ebook · 978-84-121958-1-1 · 8.99 €

María Negroni
Archivo Dickinson (The Dickinson Archive)

When in 2013 Harvard University published Emily Dickin-
son’s private papers, Negroni found a Lexicon that recorded 
the author›s verbal recurrences. That inspired The Dickin-
son Archive.
96 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-948989-5-2 · 18.00 €
available in ebook · 978-84-121910-4-2 · 10.99 € · other of his 
works have been translaten into english, french, swedish 
and portuguese
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Asunción Escribano
Salmos de la lluvia (Psalms of Rain)

Psalms of Rain is an anthem to everything the author has to 
be grateful to life for, even when it shows its most bitter sea-
son. A lyrical manual that teaches the reader how to dwell in 
winter. A catalogue of winter voices, which reading directs us 
on how to navigate through sorrow. 
64 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-948989-9-0 · 
14.00 €  |  available in ebook · 978-84-121958-7-3 · 8.49 €
extract in english is available under request

Antonio Tello
En la noche yerma (In the Barren Night)

In the barren night talks about the decline and death of civ-
ilization, its beliefs and its language. In an apocalyptical tone, 
the poet, in the way of a prophet, announces devastation. 
He does not escape his fate, but leaves a legacy (the course 
of his life).
52 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-949457-2-4 · 12.00 €

Luis Armenta Malpica
Enola Gay (Enola Gay)

An emotive story where the word triggers its effects on a 
Hiroshima that is personal but does not depart from his-
torical facts. The Word can bring down Berlin Wall with the 
gentleness of snow and the power of a lightning.
108 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-120099-3-4 · 14.00 €
available in ebook · 978-84-121958-2-8 · 8.99 € · other of his 
works have been translaten into german, arab, english, 
french, etc. 

Enzia Verduchi
Nanof (Nanof)

In 1984, Oreste Fernando Nannetti was confined in the psy-
chiatric hospital of Volterra. There he painted a graffiti in a 
wall using his belt, a piece that is now considered a flagship 
of Art Brut and that inspired Verduchi’s work. 
92 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-949457-3-1 ·  
14.00 €  |  available in ebook · 978-84-121958-5-9 · 7.99 € · other 
of her works have been translated into italian  
and english (usa)
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Sandra Lorenzano
Herencia (Inheritance)

News that comes from far away –«Irene had an operation»– 
and it unveils a genealogy as ancient as that of the Town of 
the Book. What do we receive from our ancestors? What 
traces of them do we happen to have in our glance, in our 
blood, in our gestures? In our longings? 
104 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-120099-0-3 · 15.00 €
available in ebook · 978-84-121958-4-2 · 8.99 €

Gabriela Riveros
En la orilla de las cosas (At The Edge of Things)

A poem book that deals – with intense lyrics – with the bear-
ing of vital decisions and its persistence in memory. The 
poetess has come to the limit and stops to take a look at her 
intimate life, a voice whose honesty reaches the deep chasms 
of disappointment.
88 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-120099-8-9 · 15.00 €
available in ebook · 978-84-121958-3-5 · 8.99 €

Julieta Valero
Los tres primeros años (The Three First Years)

«Bringing a child to the world, what are we talking about?» 
So begins this poem book, which language is positioned in 
the ontological commotion implied in assuming the radical 
event that is life. 
80 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-120099-9-6 · 
15.00 €  |  available in ebook · 978-84-121910-7-3 · 8.99 € 
extract in english is available under request. other of her 
works have been translated into italian

Asier Vázquez
La luna es un trozo de mí (Moon is a Piece of Myself)
Premio Iberoamericano Louis Braille de Poesía (Latin American 
Louis Braille Poetry Award)

Asier Vázquez’ poetry starts always from a paradox: the lyric 
confirmation that everything we have lost and left behind, 
ties us to the relentless bite of time and, at the same time, 
makes us immortal.
40 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-120709-4-1· 215 · 10.00 €
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Aurelio Major
Pródromo (Prodromes)

The reader must keep up with it and do his part, a demand 
that Major is seldom able to meet: make timely, intentional 
changes in common places that force us to stop and relish 
on them. A good reader will appreciate that his intelligence 
is counted on, that he is required from the very beginning.
84 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-120709-6-5

Román Cortázar
Las derrotas del silencio (The Defeats of Silence)

«One night, says Román Cortázar, Gelman came to my 
dreams to tell me the importance of silence over words, but 
above all the silence of words. Then my book, that heard it 
well, told me that it wanted to be named Defeats of Silence. 
When I woke up, I rubbed my eyes: after almost ten years, 
I had completed it».
84 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-121038-4-7 · 12.00 €

Bruno Darío
mal de aire (airsickness)

«The soft walls—invisible to the established state of the 
space I come across to meet you, this time standing on 
top of a legless table. The shivering virtue of the architect. 
There were never keys, or furniture, or books, only clues on 
how to bring about presence». b.d.
98 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-122146-9-7 ·  
13.00 € · other of his works have been translated into 
english and french

María Negroni
Oratorio (Oratory)

A world presided by the absence of God. There is no con-
templative distance. There is emptiness, shock. This is Orato-
ry. A place of enunciation from which to perceive a capital 
orphanhood. A radical strangeness. 
72 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-122630-8-4 · 14.00 €
available in ebook · 978-84-122937-1-5 · 8.99 € · other of his 
works have been translaten into english, french, swedish 
and portuguese
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María Ángeles Pérez López
Incendio mineral (Ore Fire)
Premio Nacional de la Crítica 2022 (National Critics Award 2022)

A reflection on time and on the poet merges into it to em-
brace the individual and the universal, the daily that is 
substance between past and present. “And if you are no-
body?” «And if nobody is all of us?»

90 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-123487-5-0 · 18.00 €
available in ebook · 978-84-123598-3-1 · 10.99 € · part of her 
work has been translated into italian and portuguese

Julieta Valero
Mitad (Half / Middle)

A deep and poetic reflection on the issues that require us to 
immerse ourselves in questions that never ends. What breaks 
and what sprouts coexist in a language that is tense by placing 
the reader before its limits and before its relationship with it-
self, with Nature, with others.
122 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-124085-3-9 · 20.00 €
available in ebook · 978-84-124085-5-3 · other of her works 
have been translated into italian

Edda Armas
Talismanes para la fuga (Talismans for escape)

The talisman is a fetish, it invokes and attracts grace, it grants 
magical powers. Its protective aura is written as a spell and 
ritual to drive away death; his power is a shield against dis-
couragement. In these pages, the talismans are poems that 
Edda Armas turns with tenderness and skill; word charms 
that make us look at the everyday with a renewed charm.
86 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-124844-2-7 · 18.00 €

Alfonso Armada
Cuánto pesa una cabeza humana. Diario de un virus 
coronado por el miedo (How Much Does a Human 
Head Weigh? Diary of a virus crowned by fear)

This one-of-a-kind poem recreates an imaginary dialogue 
between Armada and his dearest authors, who guide his re-
flections about pain, present and death.

150 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-122937-9-1 · 20.00 €
available in ebook · 978-84-123487-1-2 · 12.99 €
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Emily Roberts
Parliament Hill

Parliament Hill is a place and a non-place. A travel and a 
finding. Emily Roberts invites us to a personal introspection 
through topics such as the neverending trip, fear, loneliness, 
the value of memories, the attractiveness of the unknown.
72 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-124844-7-2 · 17.00 €

Curtis Bauer
Selfi americano (American Selfie)
Translation by Natalia Carbajosa

For the poet the danger lies in distraction, in not realizing it. 
That is why he returns to the past, to a past that needs to be 
revisited and in which Bauer wonders if beauty is, if justice 
is, if the girl is, if love is, and if what she shows is what hold 
fast to the country.
226 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · english · bilingual edition · 
978-84-124844-3-4 · 22.00 € · also published in english

Antonio Méndez Rubio
Tanto es así 
(So much so)

Dispite exposing the reader to loss, to brifness and to thirst, 
the poet is also capable of delivering a dose of life. His voice 
is deep, honest, consistent; the sound of signs and cuestions.
116 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-125196-0-0 · 18.00 €

Bruno Darío
asolar (rase)

Collage: rasing to devastate, dario predicts. Rasing wher-
ever it is needed. This is the third party of the poetic plot 
that dari started in 2019 with celebración, espanto (cele-
bration, terror) and continued in 2020 with mal de aire (air 
sickness).
76 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-124085-6-0 ·  
16.00 € · other of his works have been translated into 
english and french 
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José María Muñoz Quirós
Locuaces gorriones 
(Locuacious sparrows)

A cicle that beggins and ends at the same spot: the search 
of the essence when it is commandatory to fase the word, 
be that from the pain, from the psalm or from the silence.
88 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-125196-7-9 · 18.00 €

Ángel García Galiano
Geofanías

An inner trip to those places in which the poet finds a me-
aning bigger than the mere beauty of the scenario: cliffs, 
sanctuaries, sacred mountains, bridges, caves… Symbolic 
Ithacas that have crossed the soul of the wonderer and had 
left its print on it.
72 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-125196-1-7 · 18.00 €

Hugo Mujica
Más hondo (Deeper) 
Poetic Anthology

This anthology is an invitation to go over and dig deeper into 
an itinerary where the fundamental cores of human condition 
are illuminated through an unusual and surprising conver-
gence of lyrics and metaphysics, poetic beauty and wise reflec-
tion. Mujica uncovers existence by uncovering poetry itself.
240 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-935842-0-7 · 25.00 €
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Hugo Mujica
Del crear y lo creado —3. Prosa selecta. 2: Ensayo, narrativa 
(About Creating and Creation —3. Selected Prose. 2: 
Essays, Narrative) 

This third and last volume gathers the Mujica’s most recent 
essay books he has dedicated to central figures of his ideas, 
from reflection about void in Orfeo (Orpheus), to memories 
of «the passion» according to Georg.
648 pp. · 14 x 21,5 cm · hard cover · spanish ·  
978-84-15168-81-2 · 25.00 €

Hugo Mujica
Del crear y lo creado —2. Prosa selecta. 1: Ensayos 
(About Creating and Creation—2. Select Prose. 1: Essays)

This volume gathers four books that Mujica dedicated to fig-
ures who have been tutors of his thinking, from a reflection 
about «the hope of a poet» in Hidegger to «poetics of void» in 
the works of Saint John of the Cross and Pau Celan. A textual 
chain that questions the enigmas of identity and language.
672 pp. · 14 x 21,5 cm · hard cover · spanish ·  
978-84-15168-80-5 · 25.00 €

Hugo Mujica
Del crear y lo creado —1. Poesía completa (1983-2011) 
(Of Creating and Creation—1. Complete Poetry) (1983-2011)

One of the central voices of contemporary Hispanic poetry 
Mujica questions the very axes of human condition with a 
seducing concurrence of lyricism and metaphysics, verbal 
elegance and existential lucidity. 
560 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · hard cover · spanish ·  
978-84-15168-79-9 · 25.00 €
available in ebook · 978-84-121638-9-6 · 18.99 €
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Chantal Maillard
La baba del caracol (Snail Slime)

The need to reflect about art in the face of the loss of the 
sense it used to have. The great misfortune of these times 
is dissatisfaction: the more the world of communication 
expands, the more the internal void grows. Snail slime ap-
proaches a current concept of poetizing.
120 pp. · 11,5 x 17 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-15168-24-9 ·  
12.00 € · extract in english is available under request. 
other of her works have been translated into english (usa)

María Negroni
El arte del error (The Art of Error)

A compendium of the works Negroni has dedicated to 
some of her predilect figures, from Rimbaud to Bruno 
Schulz, from Walter Benjamin to Xul Solar, going through 
Emily Dickinson or Robert Walser, among others. A pas-
sionate defense of literature as a radical form of freedom. 
128 pp. · 11,5 x 17 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-16193-42-4 · 12.00 € 

David Huerta
El vaso de tiempo (The Glass of Time)

Nine essays where the Mexican poet sets out to bring us  
closer to some of the literary works that have had the deep-
est effect in his life. Devoted for years to disseminate liter-
ature, David Huerta shares his enthusiasm of a rigorous and 
passionate reader.
100 pp. · 11,5 x 17 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-16193-60-8 · 12.00 €

Chantal Maillard
¿Es posible un mundo sin violencia? 
(Is a World Free from Violence Possible?)

«This is not the best of all possible worlds», such are the open-
ing words of an essay by Chantal Maillard, where she analyzes 
the various forms of violence and our response to them. From 
necessary violence, to the one we exert gratuitously.
136 pp. · 11,5 x 17 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-948232-6-8 · 
16.00 €  |  available in ebook · 978-84-121910-1-1 · 9.99 € 
also published in english (usa)
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Álvaro de la Rica
Órdago (All-Or-Nothing)

From Peacok Island to the Sanctuary of Loyola; from Edu-
ardo Chillida’s foggy micro cosmos to Roncesvalles of San-
tiago and Roldan; in this work, he plots a cultural map that 
dismantles the fragmented vision of the Basque country 
some ideologies have projected. 
256 pp. · 11,5 x 17 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-949952-9-3 · 
16.00 €  |  available in ebook · 978-84-121910-3-5 · 9.99 € · other 
of her works have been translated into french (france)  

Carlos Skliar
Como un tren sobre el abismo 
(Like a Train Over The Abyss)

In the face on an acceleration of time, a praise to slowness. 
This essay does not provide merely individual relief and sal-
vation, but that of friendship, solitude and reading.

120 pp. · 11,5 x 17 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-12-00992-7 · 14.00 €  
available in ebook · 978-84-121910-2-8 · 8.99 €

Hugo Mujica
La carne y el mármol. Francis Bacon y el arte griego 
(Flesh and marble. Francis Bacon and Greek Art)

From the aesthetical clash caused on him by two simultane-
ous expositions at El Prado that turned around Greek-Latin 
art and Francis Bacon, Mujica reflects on the various ways 
of looking at what the West has developed.
64 pp. · 11,5 x 17 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-948232-2-0 · 14.00 €
available in ebook · 978-84-121910-0-4 · 6.99 €
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Marta López Luaces
Los traductores del viento (Translators of Wind)

The city of Henoc, erected in the desert to host former 
convicts and illegal immigrants. Agustin, the guardian of 
the library and Mateo, who used to be his teacher at the 
orphanage where he grew up. A religious sect that believes 
in the existence of a translator who can talk to God.
168 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-15168-82-9 · 
15.00 € · extract in english is available under request

Rose Mary Salum
El agua que mece el silencio 
(The Water that Cradles Silence)

Salum, descendant of a Lebanese family in exile in Mexico, 
reconfirms here her idea of re-creation by the Word. She 
builds, through this series of tales, a family story that is uni-
versal and intimate.
90 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish · 978-84-16193-83-7 · 12.00 €  
other of his works have been translaten into english 
(usa, india)

Gerardo Cárdenas
Diáspora. Narrativa breve en spanishde Estados Unidos 
(Diaspora. Brief Narrative in United States Spanish)

Following the ascent of nationalism, and the growing re-
jection of the Latino community, Vaso Roto publishes an 
anthology of stories showing that United States Spanish is a 
reality that cannot be silenced. 
270 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-161937-5-2 · 15.00 €
available in ebook · 978-84-122146-0-4 · 7.99 €

Gerardo Piña-Rosales
El secreto de Artemisia y otras historias 
(Artemisia’s Secret and Other Stories)

Artemisia’s secret and other stories conforms a collection 
of intimate writing of a profound make up and renovating 
prose. Gerardo Piña-Rosales defines it as: «Pale reflections 
of my private cosmogony, deleterious dreams and envis-
ages, apocryphal chronicles, variations, vignettes, eau-fortes». 
192 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-16193-78-3 · 15.00 € 
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Rose Mary Salum
Tres semillas de granada. Ensayos desde el inframundo 
(Three Pomegranate Seeds. Essays from the underworld)

Three pomegranate seeds is a reflection on migration and 
its effects, which have marked the lives of the author and 
her family. 
110 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-121958-9-7 · 18.00 € 
available in ebook · 978-84-122146-3-5 · 10.99 € · other of his 
works have been translaten into english (usa, india)

Elizabeth Quila
El cadáver que envejece dentro de su tumba  
(The Aging Corpse Within its Grave)

Rob, Ed and Carmen travel by roads that many of us have 
followed before, at least in our imagination. Sexuality, the 
common thread between these three characters, helps us 
remember that denying it means denying ourselves, and 
therefore, deconstruct otherness.
220 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-122630-1-5 · 14.30 € 

Martín López-Vega
Periferias emancipadas. Políticas de la representación  
espacial en la Iberia reimaginada (Emancipated peripheries. 
Politics of spacial representation in the reimagined Iberia)

This literary essay explores how the emmerging literatures 
from the Iberian peripheria and its coexistence with other 
peninsular literary traditions imply a new conceptualizacion 
of the Iberian space and landscape.
208 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-125196-2-4 · 18.00 €

León Rodríguez Zahar
Memorias del último califa de Bagdad. O las veintiséis 
y una noches (Memoirs of The Last Caliph of Bagdad. 
Or The Twenty-Six and One Nights)

A manuscript found in the palace of an overthrown dictator, 
a mysterious Kurdish translator and an American computer 
specialist bored about war are the central characters of this 
novel that mixes History and legend. 
224 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-947401-7-6 · 20.00 €
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Hugo Mujica
La casa y otros ensayos (The house and other essays)

Hugo Mujica’s poetry is a void we listen to because it is not 
born out of nothing but out of everything that shivers. In 
these three essays, the poet takes on the ways of dwelling our 
solitude, the new things that open up in the absence of sense, 
with metaphysical sharpness, indelible ideas. 
88 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-935842-5-2
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Vicente Duque 
Enigma y simulacros. Sobre el devenir trágico de la escritura 
literaria (Enigma and Simulations. About the Tragic 
Course of Literary Writing)

In literature, it all is an enigma or a simulation. What is enig-
matic raises to lucid beauty in the thoughts of Vicente Duque, 
that offers us a reflection that is as profound as necessary, in 
a Nietzschean tone.
168 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-15168-21-8 · 16.50 €

Alejandra Rangel
Silencio, lenguaje y ser. Heidegger y la sigética  
(Silence, language and being. Heidegger and Sygetics)

Recent times have shown us that silence is part of the hu-
man condition, as a measure of it and as an expression of the 
need to listen. Silence has allowed this philosopher to reveal 
the paths Heidegger followed in order to establish a bond 
between the human being, language and truth.

136 pp. · 14 x 21 cm · paperback · spanish ·  
978-84-122146-7-3 · 15.00 €
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Amancio Prada
Federico García Lorca: Poeta en Galicia 
(Federico García Lorca: A Poet in Galicia)

The Six Galician poems, are the central characters of this 
book-record, «a three-way – or rather a three-soul – dialogue»: 
the ones of Federico García Lorca, Rosalía de Castro (to whom 
the poems were dedicated) and that of Amancio Prada, Juan 
Carlos Mestre’s soul joins too. 
illustrated deployable + cd · 13,5 x 17 cm · hard cover · 
spanish · 978-84-15168-91-1 · 22.00 €
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